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This study utilized Self-Study of Practice methodology to examine stories of

our teacher development to explore the role of reflection in helping us grapple

with challenging experiences in our teaching. Through emergent coding

and collaborative analysis, we examine how reflection critically impacts the

trajectory of practicing teachers. Our stories and subsequent discussion reveal

recurring themes that suggest practices, attitudes, and skills reflective teachers

implement to improve their understanding of the teacher-self and influence

positive student outcomes.
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Conceptual framework

Teaching is a demanding career that requires a constant juggling act, making
resiliency and adaptability critical to teacher survival (Day and Qing, 2009). Reflection
plays a critical role in aiding teachers to manage these demands. This self-study uncovers
the reflection process of three in-service educators who navigate challenges and new
developments to their teaching experience in meaningful, thoughtful, and introspective
ways as a possible reflective path for other teachers to follow.

Critical reflection and reflective practice

The notion of reflection as having a critical role in teacher improvement can be
traced back to Schön (1983), as his phrase “reflective practitioner” became popularized
in teacher education. For the purposes of this study, we follow the example of Russell
(2018) in understanding reflective engagement as falling into one of two distinct
categories: critical reflection and reflective practice.

Critical reflection is best understood as critical thinking applied to personal
experiences. This occurs when practitioners step back from a problem or experience
and reflectively ask probing questions to make meaning from specified events. When
educators engage in critical reflection, they bridge the gap between theory and practice as
they introspectively question, reflect on what they have learned, and implement changes
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into their practice (Russell, 2018). By engaging in critical
reflectivity, practitioners can become more culturally inclusive
(Carrington and Selva, 2010; Durden and Truscott, 2013;
Butville et al., 2021), confident in their classroom management
and content delivery (Slade et al., 2019), and experience fewer
feelings of burnout (Taylor et al., 2021).

While critical reflectivity is a habit that can be continual,
most authors argue that engagement in reflective practice
is triggered by “unexpected and unpredictable moments of
surprise and uncertainty that demand our attention and invite
us to reframe our implicit assumptions about practice in search
of a new, more promising course of action” (Russell, 2018, p. 13).
In other words, reflective practice often rises from disjunction
caused by a new experience that conflicts with currently held
beliefs, experiences, and understandings (Jarvis, 1987). This
kind of reflection, also called reflection in practice (Schön, 1983),
invites an individual to reframe their understanding and inspires
experimentation.

Identity, emotion, and change

Teacher identity and beliefs play central roles in both
critical reflection and reflective practice, because both form the
teacher’s framework of understanding from which reflection
is held, viewed, and questioned. Recognition from others is a
critical ingredient for identity formation (Bullough, 2005), and
identities are constantly evolving and regulated by emotions
(van der Want et al., 2018). Ergo, unexpected moments
that challenge one’s identities tend to demand reflection.
When a teacher’s identity standard and a classroom situation
do not align, one of the two must be adjusted in order
to restore balance (Aronson, 1992; van der Want et al.,
2018).

What comes from these episodes of identity-versus-
experience dissonance is lasting, meaningful teacher change
(Richardson, 1990). Reflection, whether individually driven or
school sponsored, becomes a key ingredient in facilitating
teachers’ making lasting changes, because it provides teachers
with the choice to either take up or reject the implications of
a challenging experience (Gregoire, 2003). When practitioners
are appropriately educated about reflective practices and given
meaningful opportunities to engage in intentional and critical
reflection, lasting changes are made in their teaching, and
teachers become more effective educators as well as more
capable problem solvers (Butville et al., 2021; Taylor et al.,
2021).This paper provides an in-depth examination of the
reflective practices of three experienced teachers as they engage
in self-study of their teaching practices to uncover how both
critical reflection and reflection in practice play into their
growth as teachers.

Materials and methods

In this self-study, we explored how reflection during
challenging experiences lead to action as a teacher, as well as
the learning and growth associated with reflection. From this
reflective practice, we collected qualitative data by considering
personal experiences in our own teaching careers. Self-generated
texts were chosen as they offer “a critical lens through which
teacher educators can problematize their practice,” (Tidwell
et al., 2009, xiii). These self-generated texts allowed us to
present our experiences as teachers, but examine them more
closely as researchers to determine how the process of reflection
influenced our practice. Each researcher recorded three to four
critical experiences responding to the following prompt: How
has using reflection helped you to grapple with challenging
experiences that led to your action as a teacher?

After recording the critical experiences and sharing them
with one another, each researcher engaged in independent
emergent coding to identify themes found within. This step was
essential to surpass the simple process of reflection and “make
them public, thus leading to another series of processes that need
to reside outside of the individual” (Loughran and Northfield,
2005, p. 15). As there were no stipulations on how to accomplish
the coding, each researcher approached it slightly differently,
whether it be highlighting the document and marking findings
in the margins, grouping repeated ideas, or fitting the ideas into
a process model.

After coding, we met to share the initial data with the
other researchers. Collaboration among trusted peers emerges
time and again as an essential feature of self-study of teaching
practice (Loughran and Northfield, 2005; Samaras, 2011), and
was accomplished in this study over Zoom calls. During the
initial call, we discussed some of the major findings, as well
as clarified and gave further context to the events we had
recorded. In addition, we discussed our coding methods and
found common findings among different coding techniques.
A verbal discussion with our “critical friends” was essential to
our process as “engagement with them and their ideas forces
the researcher to think more deeply about the research study”
(Pinnegar and Hamilton, 2009). The themes discussed and
connections made provided valuable data to use later on in the
findings portion of the study.

After having our initial discussion and beginning to
write about our findings, we determined another discussion
would be appropriate. In this discussion, we focused on the
difference between critical reflection and reflection in action.
In preparation for this discussion, we went through a second
round of coding, this time using a priori coding, evaluating
our written narratives for the ways in which we saw these two
types of reflection manifest in our experiences, as well as the
results we observed.
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FIGURE 1

A model of reflection.

Findings

While each researcher followed the same coding process,
there remained a breadth of explorable differences between their
interpretations, as shown in Figure 1 and Tables 1–3. However,
the most interesting findings emerged from the discussion of the
similarities, differences, and connections the researchers made
together.

First, we noted that attention to internal and external factors
of success may have impacted our burnout level as teachers. We
found we did not face the same level of burnout in comparison
to some of our colleagues and we wondered if our focus on
students and reflection served as a buffer against burnout.

TABLE 1 Researcher E.

Stimulus Grapple Result

Required Introspection Effective educator

New experience Questioning Student engagement

Challenge Realization Self Confidence

Struggle Research Change

Emotion Beliefs New Self

Conflict Decide

Evolving Self Trust Self

Ineffective Outsource

Experiment

Teamwork

Reflect

TABLE 2 Researcher C.

Theme

1. Student as purpose and means of deciding whether change is
positive.

2. Identity crisis leading to change as a teacher, often by
questioning the teacher self

3. Working with others to brainstorm, implement, or prepare for
curriculum change

4. Questions or wondering sparking change

5. Emotion leading to change

6. Changing the operational curriculum to include new learning

7. Change linked to requirements

TABLE 3 Researcher R.

Theme

1. reflection as a process in anticipation of or reaction to personal
or environmental challenges that may be prompted by outside
or internal influences

2. Influences of discomfort, diversity, and school-sponsored
reflection that required action, sometimes personal and
sometimes in conjunction with others.

3. Success of the reflection was highlighted in student and/or
teacher success.

C: I wonder how much of that comes from having
a relationship with students, a really positive relationship.
. . .Maybe teachers that get more burned out are those that
focus more on having an expectation of students rather than
expectations of themselves.

R: External factors rather than internal ones.
High quality teacher-student relationships increase the

level of enjoyment teacher’s feel in the classroom while
simultaneously decreasing their frequency of negative emotional
responses (Taxer et al., 2019). We viewed these high-quality
teacher-student relationships arising from an internal desire,
rather than an external expectation.

Researcher R emphasized in her critical experiences that
both her teacher identity and her literary identity came into
question as she taught. Researcher C noted, “Each of our
identities tied to other areas as well. . . and the teacher change
comes into the idea that it. . . influences our entire lives.”
Bullough (2005) addressed this critical convergence of teacher
identity with every other area of a person’s life, saying, “Who we
are as teachers emerges from who we are as humans” (p. 238). In
our reflection we also found the opposite to be true, that who we
are as humans emerges from who we are as teachers.

In Researcher E’s preparation for online learning, reflection
was used as a means of elucidating the wisdom and experience
of teachers to plan for challenges in advance. Schubert (1991)
studied this idea of teacher lore, or the “knowledge, ideas,
perspectives, and understandings of teachers” (p. 207). By
positioning teachers as experts, teacher lore researchers delve
into the dimensions of teacher’s insights and realities (see
Colby, 2020). This teacher lore may be revealed through formal
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training, team meetings, casual conversations, and peering into
other teacher’s classrooms.

Finally, we discussed the possibility of using these reflective
practices in teacher education programs as a means of preparing
teachers to deal with personal and professional difficulties. We
noted that some teacher education programs promote teaching
students how to find and read research as a possible means of
solving the problems teachers encounter in the field. While this
may be effective, particularly later on in the careers of teachers,
it might also be overwhelming in the face of the responsibilities
teachers already face.

Implications

A number of implications arose from the work.

1. Teacher education programs may consider the usefulness
of teacher lore accessed through reflection, and
incorporate these processes into teacher education
programs or field placements. A time to discuss and draw
upon lore and research during a class that incorporated
both pre-service and in-service teachers may be valuable.

2. Relationships fostered reflection in this study, and it is
possible that broadening and advancing the web of teacher
relationships can be of benefit to many professionals.

3. As teacher-student relationships ruptured due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, we noted that teacher emotions
remain deeply affected and may be contributing to the
teacher exodus. By reemphasizing the emotional and
human aspect of teaching through active and critical
reflection, many teachers may be bolstered to remain in the
teaching profession.

4. Preparing teachers to engage in both critical and active
reflection during a teacher education program may be
beneficial. By reflecting on their own experiences with
reflection at a school–particularly in mandatory new
teacher training programs–the researchers noted when
they felt reflection served a purpose they welcomed
engagement, a finding supported by Korthagen and
Nuijten (2022).

5. Stolle et al. (2018) described critical friends as “someone
supporting/coaching the transformation of another’s
teaching, or someone supporting the trustworthiness of
research methods” (p. 148). The opportunity to become
critical friends through writing this self-study project
helped each researcher consider their space, the spaces
of others, and how these boundaries and openings in
their spaces helped new knowledge develop. By helping
teachers find and employ these critical friends, insights and
opportunities emerge among individuals and groups (Olan
and Edge, 2018).

6. By engaging as critical friends, we embraced our power
as teachers. By enacting small, positive changes or

opportunities into our particular sphere of influence, we as
teachers have the power to change ourselves, our students,
the school or district in which we work, and eventually
have an impact on systemic change. Encouraging teachers
to recognize and embrace their power as teachers may be a
beneficial use of both critical friends and teacher education
programs.

Conclusion

This self-study of teaching practice was built through a
process of reflection and thoughtful discussion. By writing our
stories about when change occurred in our teacher lives through
reflection, we realized the import and impact reflection can
make individually and collectively on the teaching profession.
Engaging as critical friends led to a realization of empowerment
that strengthened our individual teacher identities and our
desire to make positive impacts in the microcosms of our
lives. Teaching in a classroom may be compared to living in
a dollhouse, a place where actions may seem canned or too
small to impact the larger world. But it is in these very actions
of smallness, that these dollhouse universes became places of
meaning making and change, spaces where relationships and
bonds formed that left a lasting impact far past the plastic
packaging so often seen by those unfamiliar with education.
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